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ABSTRACT: Poultry manure (PM) chars were obtained at different temperatures and charring times. Chemical−physical
characterization of the different PM chars was conducted by cross-polarization magic angle spinning (CPMAS) 13C NMR
spectroscopy and thermal analysis. CPMAS 13C NMR spectra showed that the chemical composition of PM char is dependent on
production temperature rather than on production duration. Aromatic and alkyl domains in the PM chars obtained at the lowest
temperatures remained unchanged at all heating times applied for their production. The PM char obtained at the highest
temperature consisted only of aromatic structures having chemical nature that also appeared invariant with heating time.
Thermogravimetry revealed differences in the thermo-oxidative stability of the aromatic domains in the different PM chars. The
PM char produced at the highest temperature appeared less stable than those produced at the lowest temperatures. This
difference was explained by a protective effect of the alkyl groups, which are still present in chars formed at lower temperature.
The analysis of the chemical and physicochemical character of poultry manure chars produced at different temperatures can
increase understanding of the role of these materials in the properties and behavior of char-amended soils.
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■ INTRODUCTION

Chicken or poultry manure (PM) consists of digested and
transformed biomass along with the original litter material,
feathers, and spilled feed that accumulate on the floors of the
buildings where the animals are grown.1 PM can be considered
as a valuable source of readily available plant nutrients such as
N, P, K, and other micronutrients.2 For this reason PM is
traditionally used by farmers as an effective organic fertilizer.3

Many studies in both temperate and tropical regions reported
that large increases in soil organic matter content and fertility
can be achieved by adding chicken manures and wastes to
soils.4−9 In particular, the use of poultry manure also
contributes to raise soil pH with favorable effects on acidic
soils.10

Notwithstanding the advantages of PM for increasing soil
fertility, there are food safety and environmental concerns
about its application on agricultural sites in its unmodified
form.11,12 In fact, the misuse of chicken manure as fertilizer may
result in serious environmental problems,13 such as human and
animal health risks, odors, and leaching of nitrates and other
pollutants into groundwater.14 For this reason, conversion of
chicken manure to char has been proposed as an attractive
methodology to reduce PM volume and weight and its
odor.15,16

Char is a fine-grained and highly porous carbonaceous
material, arising from the pyrolytic decomposition of natural or
synthetic organic materials.17 Due to its high carbon content
and its high resistance to biological and chemical decom-
position, many authors consider char applied to soils as a useful

carbon sink for atmospheric CO2 sequestration, thereby
contributing to the mitigation of global climate changes.18−21

Application of char to soils is nowadays controversial and still
a matter of debate. In fact, on the one hand, significant
agronomic benefits due to char application to soils have been
reported.22−24 On the other hand, other studies reported not
only insignificant effects of biochar on crop yields, but also
some adverse dose-dependent peculiarities.25−28

The variability of char effects on soil properties may be due
to the large variety of potential biophysical interactions and
processes that occur when it is applied to soils.17,29

Char characteristics depend on the properties of the
biomasses and the techniques applied for its production.17,22,30

Indeed, from the chemical point of view, all of the charred
materials are recognized as polycondensed aromatic systems
wherein the degree of polycondensation may differ according to
the technique used for their production.31 As an example, low-
temperature-produced charred systems still contain plant-
growth-stimulating organic compounds. A low sorption
capacity for cations has been observed for high-temperature
chars, which can be improved by using even higher production
temperatures.32 In addition, the polyaromatic macromolecular
structure of charred biomasses is responsible for their chemical
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and microbial recalcitrance, which is also the cause of their long
mean residence time in soils.33

The physical characteristics of the charred materials also
depend on the nature of the biomasses subjected to the thermal
stress.34,35 Indeed, plant species with many large-diameter cells
in the stem tissues can lead to biochars containing larger
amounts of macropores.31 Macropores in biochar applied to
soils may enhance soil-draining properties and the capacity to
retain larger molecules such as phenolic compounds.36

On this basis, we can infer that understanding the char
chemical and physical properties is crucial to address its
agronomical and environmental uses and allow meaningful
preapplication quality assessments.
The aim of the present paper is to report on the changes

occurring in the structure of poultry manure biochar when it is
obtained at different temperatures and heating times. For this
reason we applied cross-polarization magic angle spinning
(CPMAS) 13C NMR spectroscopy and thermogravimetric
analysis (TGA). Results will show that production temperature
is more important than heating time in the chemical−physical
characteristics of PM biochar. Our findings appear to confirm
recent data obtained on other different animal and vegetal
biomasses.35,37

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sample Preparation. Poultry manure (PM) was collected from a

Sicilian chicken farm, Conca d’Uovo, Misilmeri, Palermo, Italy
(38°3′4″ N, 13°25′32″ E). After sampling, the material was air-dried
to a maximum moisture content of 20%. The manure was then charred
in 300 mL Pyrex flasks at atmospheric pressure by applying three
temperatures: 350, 450, and 600 °C. At the beginning, residual air was
still present in the system. Once the reaction started, oxygen was
consumed and pyrolysis proceeded under anoxic conditions. The
effectiveness of the pyrolysis was confirmed by the NMR analyses
described below. For each temperature, heating times of 30, 60, 90,
and 120 min were employed. PM chars were allowed to cool to room
temperature after pyrolysis. They were then finely ground in a ceramic
mortar and dried again at 105 °C overnight. The dried materials were
stored in a desiccator until analyses.
Chemical Analyses of PM Chars. Elemental contents (C, H, N)

for all samples were achieved by using a Vario MicroCUBE Elemental
Analyzer (Elementar, Hanau, Germany). All of the results are reported

in Table 1. C, H, and N values were not corrected for the ash and
moisture contents.

CPMAS 13C NMR Spectroscopy. A 7.05 T Varian UNITY
INOVA (Varian Inc., Palo Alto, CA, USA), equipped with an Apex HX
wide-bore probe operating at a 13C frequency of 75.4 MHz, was used
to acquire the 13C NMR spectra. The samples were packed in 6 mm
zirconium rotors with Teflon bottom and top spacers and Vespel drive
tips. The temperature was kept constant at 25.0 ± 0.1 °C. Magic angle
spinning was carried out at 8000 ± 1 Hz. A 1H RF field strength of
50.3 kHZ and a ramp of 16 kHz to account for inhomogeneity of the
Hartmann−Hahn condition were applied.38 VNMRJ software (version
1.1 revision D, Varian Inc.) was used to acquire all of the free
induction decays (FID). Spectra were processed by Mestre-C software
(version 4.9.9.9, Mestrelab Research, Santiago de Compostela, Spain).
All of the FIDs were transformed by applying first a 2K zero filling and
then an exponential filter function with a line broadening (LB) of 50
Hz. Fully automatic baseline correction using a Bernstein algorithm
was applied for baseline corrections.

Thermogravimetric Analyses. TGA was carried out using a
Netzsch Simultaneous Thermal Analyzer STA 449 F3 Jupiter
(Netzsch-Geraẗebau GmbH, Selb, Germany). Alumina crucibles were
used as sample holder. Prior to analyses, ground PM chars were
equilibrated in a chamber with controlled humidity (relative humidity
of 40%). For the thermoanalytical experiments, the following
conditions were applied: heating rate of 10 °C min−1 from 30 to
1000 °C, under dynamic air atmosphere, flow rate of 50 mL min−1,
and sample mass about 10 mg (weighted with an accuracy of ±0.001
mg). The measurements were repeated three times for each sample.
Data were analyzed using the Netzsch Star software (NETZSCH
Proteus software). The TG curves were derivated (DTG) to improve
their resolution with respect to the number of degradation steps and
their onsets. The first derivative of the TG trace represents the mass
loss rate (expressed as % min−1) as a function of temperature. DTG
curves are represented as a series of peaks, instead of an “integrate”
stepwise curve (TG), in which the areas under the peaks are
proportional to the total mass change of the sample.39 In this way,
even subtle mass changes, not evident in the TG curves, can be
highlighted by a DTG peak.39

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

CPMAS 13C NMR Investigations. Figure 1 shows the
CPMAS 13C NMR spectra of the PM and Figure 2 its char
derivatives produced at 350, 450, and 600 °C for charring times
of 30, 60, 90, and 120 min.

Table 1. Elemental Content of Poultry Manure (PM) and PM Chars Obtained at 350, 450, and 600 °C for Heating Times of 30,
60, 90, and 120 mina

sample heating time (min) C (%) H (%) N (%) C/H

poultry manure (PM) 30 ± 2 4 ± 1 2.6 ± 0.3 7 ± 2

PM char at 350 °C 30 32 ± 2 2.6 ± 0.3 2.1 ± 0.1 12 ± 2
60 34 ± 1 2.63 ± 0.03 2.4 ± 0.3 13.0 ± 0.3
90 30 ± 2 2.4 ± 0.2 2.1 ± 0.2 12 ± 2
120 31 ± 2 1.9 ± 0.2 2.3 ± 0.3 16 ± 3

PM char at 450 °C 30 27 ± 2 1.3 ± 0.2 1.62 ± 0.08 21 ± 4
60 30 ± 1 1.4 ± 0.1 1.75 ± 0.06 21 ± 2
90 29 ± 1 1.5 ± 0.1 1.88 ± 0.02 19 ± 2
120 24 ± 1 0.9 ± 0.2 1.5 ± 0.2 27 ± 7

PM char at 600 °C 30 26 ± 7 0.6 ± 0.2 1.2 ± 0.4 42 ± 25
60 24 ± 2 0.50 ± 0.01 1.08 ± 0.04 48 ± 5
90 24 ± 1 0.64 ± 0.09 1.23 ± 0.02 37 ± 7
120 25 ± 3 0.62 ± 0.06 1.24 ± 0.09 40 ± 8

aAll values are uncorrected for ash and moisture contents.
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The PM spectrum (Figure 1) reveals a signal pattern that is
due to the typical plant material provided to chickens as food.
In fact, signals in the region 0−50 ppm are traditionally
attributed to alkyl systems. Here, a predominance of methylene
(−CH2−) chains (peaks at 24 and 31 ppm) due to lipids, cutin-
like structures, and other aliphatic biomolecules can be
observed.40,41

The region in the interval of 50−60 ppm is assigned to both
nitrogenated and oxygenated alkyl systems. However, only a
signal at 56 ppm is visible. The latter is usually attributed to
methoxyl groups in lignin-like structures.40,41

The NMR signal pattern between 60 and 110 ppm is
assigned to carbohydrates. Here, cellulose carbons resonate at
65 ppm (C-6), 73 ppm (C-2, C-3, C-5), 82 ppm (C-4 in
amorphous cellulose, hemicellulose, and cellulose oligomers),

and 88 ppm (C-4 of cellulose on fibril surfaces).41 Finally, the
anomeric carbon in cellulose appears at 105 ppm.40,41

The aromatic carbon spectral region is represented by the
interval 110−160 ppm. The PM spectrum in Figure 1 reveals
aromatic signals at 130, 137, and 150 ppm. Due to the
aforementioned signal at 56 ppm, aromatic signals are most
likely assigned to lignin-like systems.41,42 In particular, the
signal at 130 ppm is generated by p-hydroxyphenol derivatives,
whereas those at 137 and 150 are by syringyl-like systems.41

The last signal at 174 ppm is assigned to carboxyl groups.
After pyrolysis at 350 °C, the chemical composition of PM

drastically changed (Figure 2A). In fact, regardless of the muffle
residence time, only two sets of broad bands are observed in
the alkyl (0−45 ppm) and aromatic (110−160 ppm) regions.
In particular, three main signals can be recognized in the alkyl
interval of the spectra, whereas the aromatic carbons produce
only one broad signal centered at 130 ppm (Figure 2A). The
three main alkyl signals are placed at 14, 24, and 31 ppm.
Whereas the latter two can be attributed to methylene chains as
reported above, the former signal (14 ppm) is generated by
methyl groups terminating alkyl chains. The presence of large
amounts of alkyl carbons in the 350 °C charred PM (Figure
2A) shows that the temperature of 350 °C is not sufficient to
completely pyrolyze the poultry manure. In particular, aliphatic
chains and carbohydrates are converted partly to polycyclic
aromatic systems and partly to shorter alkyl moieties. These can
either be immobilized to bridge aromatic moieties or be
methyl-containing linear substituents on aromatic rings.17,31 At
the longest residence time of 120 min, the signal at 31 ppm,
which stems from −CH2− groups inside aliphatic chains, is
noticeably reduced compared to the signals at 24 and 14 ppm.
This indicates not only that the aliphatic content decreases with
longer residence times but also that the chain length is reduced.
As reported in the literature,31 the amount of alkyl carbons

decreases while that of the aromatic moieties increases, as

Figure 1. CPMAS 13C NMR spectrum of the poultry manure.

Figure 2. CPMAS 13C NMR spectra of the poultry manure chars produced at 350 °C (A), 450 °C (B), and 600 °C (C) for heating times of 30, 60,
90, and 120 min. The positions of spinning side bands (SSBs) are marked with asterisks (∗). Note that the high-field SSB is overlapped by the alkyl
resonances in the chemical shift interval 0−50 ppm.
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charring temperature is raised. This is confirmed by the spectra
of the poultry manure charred at 450 and 600 °C (Figure 2,
panels B and C, respectively). The pyrolysis at 450 °C at all
muffle residence times produces charred materials containing
mainly aromatic carbons (broad band at 126 ppm in the spectra
of Figure 2B). A strong reduction of the alkyl signal intensity is
observed as compared to the spectra in Figure 2A. The
comparison between the spectra in panels A and B of Figure 2
shows also a loss of resolution of the alkyl band in the spectrum
of the biochar retrieved at 450 °C. This finding can be
explained by the reduction of the number of methyl-rich linear
substituents and the formation of methyl-free alkyl bridges
between aromatic rings.
The alkyl signal completely disappears after pyrolysis at 600

°C (Figure 2C), thereby supporting previous results showing
that aromatic carbons are the main components in char systems
when they are produced with temperatures above 500 °C.17,35

It is worth noting that the NMR spectra of the chars
obtained at each temperature were similar to each other
regardless of the applied charring time (i.e., comparison of the
spectra in Figure 2 from top to bottom along columns A, B, and
C). However, a shift of 4 ppm of the aromatic carbon chemical
shift value can be observed when the spectra in Figure 2 are
compared at the same charring time for the different
temperatures. In fact, the aromatic carbons resonate at 130
ppm in the spectrum of the PM charred at 350 °C, whereas

they appear at 126 ppm in the spectra of the PM chars obtained
at 450 and 600 °C. According to McBeath and Smernik,43 the
higher the heating temperature applied for PM charring, the
lower is the chemical shift value for the resonance of the
aromatic carbons. This is due to the enhancement of the
aromatic polycondensation degree as the charring temperature
is raised. The elemental content reported in Table 1 further
confirms the results from CPMAS 13C NMR experiments. In
fact, on the one hand, no changes are observed in the elemental
compositions of the chars retrieved at the different heating
times when pyrolysis is done at the three temperatures of 350,
450, and 600 °C. This indicates that heating temperature is
more important than heating time in affecting the chemical
nature of PM chars, thereby confirming recent results by Wolf
et al.37 and Zhao et al.35 on different char materials. On the
other hand, the C/H ratio increases with increasing charring
temperature (Table 1). The larger the C/H ratio, the higher the
polycondensation degree of organic systems. This supports the
conclusion that higher charring temperatures favor formation of
polycondensed aromatic rings.43

TGA. Figure 3 reports the thermogravimetic (TG) records
(solid lines) of the poultry manure and its char products
together with the first-derivative curve (DTG, dotted lines).
The latter curve reflects the rate of the thermo-oxidative
degradation.44 The chemical similarity among chars as
evidenced by CPMAS 13C NMR spectroscopy (see above) is

Figure 3. Thermograms (TG, solid lines) and first derivatives of the thermograms (DTG, dotted curves) for the poultry manure (A) and the chars
obtained at 350 °C (B), 450 °C (C), and 600 °C (D) and heating time of 120 min. Four different regions can be identified. Region I refers to water
removal, region II describes the mass loss due to thermal transformation of carbohydrates and alkyl labile systems, region III is associated with the
thermal transformation of aromatic moieties; and region IV is due to transformation of the inorganic components of poultry manure chars.
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also reflected in the TG/DTG curves reported in Figure 3. For
this reason, only the TG/DTG profiles of the chars obtained at
the heating time of 120 min are reported in Figure 3.
TG investigations revealed that mass loss (ML) was in the

order ML600 °C < ML450 °C < ML350 °C ≈ MLPM (Figure 3). This
is expected because charring processes progressively reduce
sample carbon, hydrogen, and nitrogen contents as heating
temperature is increased.45,46 Table 1 supports the latter
findings. In fact, the carbon amount varied from a mean value
of ≈30% in the PM and PM chars obtained at 350 °C to an
average of ≈28% in the 450 °C PM chars and to an average of
≈25% in the chars retrieved at 600 °C. Reduction of H and N
contents followed the same trend. In fact, they were in the
orders HPM ≈ H(PM chars at 350) > H(PM chars a t 450) >
H(PM chars at 600) and NPM ≈ N(PM chars at 350) > N(PM chars at 450) >
N(PM chars at 600), respectively.
Each TG/DTG curve has been operationally subdivided into

four different mass loss steps at four specific temperature
intervals (Figure 3).44,47 The first interval, in the temperature
range 40−210 °C (region I in Figure 3) with a progressive mass
loss with the maximum rate around 100 °C, is common for all
samples. It refers to the loss of moisture adsorbed on PM and
chars during the equilibration stage (RH 40%) prior to
analysis44 (see Materials and Methods).
Region II spans a temperature interval from 210 to 420 °C,

whereas region III includes the interval 420−570 °C (Figure 3).
Poultry manure evidenced the maximum rate of the progressive
mass loss at around 286 °C in region II. Conversely, the chars
retrieved at 350 and 450 °C showed a maximum mass loss rate
at around 384 °C in the same region. Moreover, both PM and
PM chars produced at 350 and 450 °C revealed a maximum
ML rate at around 460 °C in region III. Finally, the char sample
retrieved at 600 °C showed only one DTG peak at around 414
°C placed between regions II and III (Figure 3). The last
thermal region, IV, between 600 and 800 °C (Figure 3), with a
DTG peak at around 700 °C in all of the samples, is attributed
to the degradation of mineral and biogenic salts such as calcium
and potassium carbonates usually present in poultry man-
ure.47,48

Poultry manure has already been described as a complex
mixture of alkyl moieties, sugars, aromatic systems, and acidic
functions (see discussion above on CPMAS 13C NMR
spectroscopy). The TG/DTG curves reported in Figure 3A
confirm those findings. In fact, region II in biomass
thermograms is usually due to the thermo-oxidative degrada-
tion of labile alkyl systems, carbohydrates, and fatty acids.47,49

Conversely, region III is mainly assigned to mass loss of more
recalcitrant aromatic moieties.47,49 The latter come from
original structures and, partially, from structures that developed
in previous stages during the degradation and recombination of
aliphatic molecules.50 In particular, the highly oxygenated
degree of the organic PM systems favors mass loss at the
temperature of 286 °C in region II (Figure 3A). Conversely,
the larger chemical stability of aromatic systems is responsible
for the thermal degradation at the temperature of 460 °C as
evidenced in region III (Figure 3A).
Following pyrolysis at 350 and 450 °C, PM transforms into a

char mainly made by alkyl and aromatic domains. All of the
oxygenated functions are lost (see the CPMAS 13C NMR
spectroscopy discussion above). Alkyl systems are thermally
more stable than the oxygen-rich moieties. For this reason,
region II in Figure 3B,C reveals a mass loss at a temperature of

384 °C, which is around 100 °C higher than that observed in
Figure 3A.
According to literature data,44,49,51 linkages of recalcitrant

aromatic moieties disrupt between 430 and 600 °C. This arises
in region III at 460 °C in poultry manure (Figure 3A), and the
chars retrieved at 350 °C (Figure 3B) and 450 °C (Figure 3C).
Conversely, the aromatic systems of the chars obtained at 600
°C degraded at 414 °C (Figure 3D), which is a temperature 46
°C lower than that observed in Figure 3A−C and placed on the
border of regions II and III.
To explain the thermo-oxidative instability of the aromatic

domains of the 600 °C PM chars as compared to the thermo-
oxidative stability of the same domains in PM and PM chars at
350 and 450 °C, differences in the conformational arrange-
ments of the different molecular domains have been
considered.52 In fact, it is conceivable that the nonaromatic
domains in poultry manure and its 350 and 450 °C chars are
mainly displaced on the surface of highly condensed or strongly
associated polyaromatic systems.52 Due to this, the surficial
nonaromatic components are degraded first during the TG
investigation. The stable products obtained by this first
degradation step50,53 protect the inner aromatic constituents
toward the thermo-oxidative degradation, thereby decelerating
the effective heat flow and preventing the char particles from
penetration of reactive atmosphere.54 Conversely, the poly-
aromatic domain in the 600 °C PM chars is degraded at a lower
temperature (≈400 °C in Figure 3C) than the other chars due
to the absence of the protective effect of the nonaromatic
components.
In conclusion, spectroscopic and thermal characterization of

poultry manure and its char derivatives obtained at different
temperatures and charring times revealed that char chemical
nature is affected more by the former than by the latter.
Although such a conclusion confirms findings from other
authors,35 our study showed in addition an unexpected stability
of the aromatic systems in the low-temperature-retrieved
materials than in those obtained at the highest temperature.
This result was explained by hypothesizing that the alkyl
domains in chars produced at 350 and 450 °C were mainly
displaced on the surface of a rigid aromatic core. For this
reason, the thermal destruction of the original aromatic core
was retrieved only after the complete degradation of the
products developed from the original alkyl systems.
Alkyl removal by charring poultry manure at 600 °C left the

aromatic domain unprotected, thereby allowing thermal
degradation of the aromatic systems at a temperature lower
than that measured for the PM chars produced at the two
lowest temperatures (350 and 450 °C).
Due to the knowledge that conformation has on the sorption

properties of chars (e.g., kinetics and thermodynamics of char
sorption or residence time of adsorbed species), the under-
standing of the role of alkyl and aromatic domains in these
interactions is of great importance.
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